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P R E F A C £ 
One of the important goals of tne a lgebra i s t s i s to 
find iarge* natura l c lasses of r ings which torn out to be 
coiOiautative or near conunutative under ce r t a in given condi-
t i ons . The famous Wedderburn tneorem, obtained in X9Qd 
whicn s t a t e s tha t a f i n i t e divis ion r ing i s necessar i ly 
couunutative, was perhaps tne e a r l i e s t example. When studying 
the cofflmutativii^ of rings* one encounters the d i f f i cu l t y 
t ha t there i s no c l ea r -cu t way to allow cance l la t ion in the 
elements of r ings which i s always permissible in case of 
groqps. This r e s t r i c t e d the progress of the subject t i l l 
the general s t ruc tu re tneory of r ings was developed. Shortly 
a f t e r 1 9 ^ ' s a grea t deal of work in commutativity was done 
by the mathematicians l i k e Amitsur» Brauer, Cartan, Kaplansky, 
Fai th , Baer» Jacobson, Mc Coy and Herstein. Since then t h i s 
study has been receiving the a t t en t ion of l a rge number of 
a lgeb ra i s t s . For a good cross secxiion of tne kind of r e s u l t s 
obtained, one can look the bibliography given i n the end. 
The object of tne present d i s s e r t a t i on e n t i t l e d , 'A 
survey of commutetivity theorems for ce r t a in c lass of r i n g s " 
i s to c o l l e c t and arrange some of the research work done in 
the recent years in t h i s area. The author i s under no 
i l l u s i o n tna t her work represents anything approaching the 
co l lec t ion of a l l the material on the commutativity of r ings . 
even on tne lliaited topics whlcn sne Has covered here. In 
tne f i r s t place, new laateriais are continuous!/fouring in 
the Journals every months. Secondly, a l l the concerned 
Journals were not witnin her reach and sne could not receive 
tne reprints of some of the papers she was intending to 
incline in the present e3q>osition. Thirdly, i t was not 
possible to include sufficiently enough material in a wox^ 
of th is length. The aathor was therefore obliged to maKe a 
careful selection. 
The present dissertation consists of four chapters. 
Chapter I contains some basic concepts, preliminaiy defini-
tions and impoz*tant resul ts , which are used in the subsequent 
chapters. No atteinpt i s however made to give deta i l s or 
include tne proofs of the known resul t s . 
Chapter I I opens with a ring-theoretic anal(%ue o£ an 
easy well known group theoretic resul t which s ta tes that a 
group G i s commutative i f and only i f (xy)^ » sTy^ for a l l 
x«y in G. Subsequently the commutativity of rings satisfying 
(aor)'* a x^ y** i s thoroughly discussed. In the end we consider 
rings in which (xy)" - 3<^" i s central . 
Chapter I I I deals with the study of generalizations of 
Boolean condition, namely xT a x. Some of the recent results 
obcained by Uuadri and Ashraf, which are yet to appear are 
also included in tnis chapter. 
chapter 1/ i s devoted to the study of multiplicative 
cofflmutativrity of the near-rings. This subject has attracted 
a tfide c i rc ie of ntathematicians l ike Blackettt Clay» Ligh, 
i«uh, Bell and Zaouaer. Some of the selected viork on the 
topic has been a r range in th is chapter. 
The definitions* results and examples have been speci-
fied with double decimal nuotbering. For example Theorem 
4.3.2 in reference means Theorem Z appearing in Section 3 
of Chapter IV. 
I avail th is opportimity to eXc^ress my deep sense of 
gratitude and sincere indebt^ness to my si^eirvisor . 
Dr. M. A* Quadri for his inspiring guidance, valuable 
advice and encouraging suggestions throughout the prepara-
tion of tne present dissertation. 
As for thanking my s i s te r Ms Suitana Khan, I am 
completely a t a loss to find vords to sufficientiy escpress 
my gratitude to her and i f I try to do so, I am sure, i t 
will not Just be adequate. I shouid only say that had £ not 
got her all-out help, tne present dissertation could not 
have come to l igh t . 
My thanks are also due to Professor M. Hohsin, 
Chairman, Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh for providing necessary research f ac i l i t i e s during the 
course of th is work. 
I acknowledge with great pleasure the help I received 
froiB my colleagues Moharram A* Khan and Astna All. The 
useful suggestions and friendly cooperation of M. Ashraf 
a t various stages were of great value for me during the 
prei^aration of th is dissertation. 
In tne end 1 must thank Mr. Masood Alam for his care-> 
ful typing. 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMIM ARIES 
i . i INTRODUCTION ; The objective of t h i s chapter i s 
to introduce some prelicoinary def ini t ions* basic concepts 
and fundaiaentaX r e s u l t s , wnich we sna i l need for the develops 
iBent of tne subject in si^seqaent chapters of the present 
d i s s e r t a t i o n . No attempt wi l l however be made to deal with 
such ele>aentary concepts as those of groups, r ings , i d e a l s , 
f i e lds and homomorphisias etc* We have used tne follov;ing 
l i t e r a t u r e for the laaterial presented in t h i s chapter i 
BlacKett [16] , Clay [17] , rferstein [ 3 i ] , Jacobson [33] , 
LombeH [43] , McCoy [^4] and Zemcoer [65] . 
1*2 By a r ing , un t i l otherwise taentioned, we mean 
an assoc ia t ive r ing (may be witnout tmity^ containing a t l e a s t 
two elements, 
DEFINITION 1.2,1 (IDEMPOTSNT ELEMENT) s An element 
2 
e of a ring R i s said to be ide:Qpot^it i f e » e. 
DEFINITION 1,2.2 (Nli-POTENT ELEMENT) : An element 
a of a ring R i s said to be n i lpo ten t i f there ex i s t s a 
pos i t i ve in teger n stwh t n a t a" » 0. 
Zero of a ring i s t r i v i a l l y n i lpo ten t . Moreover 
every nonzero n i lpotent eleaent i s necessar i ly a d iv i sor 
of zero. For i f a + 0 and n > 1 i s the smallest pos i t ive 
in teger sucn tha t a" = 0, then a(a ) « 0 with a =^0. 
DEFINITION i , 2 , 3 (NILPOTENT IDEAL) i I f N i s an ideal 
of a ring R such that N*" » (0) for Bome positive integer m, 
then N i s caUed a nilpotent ideal . 
DEFINITION 1.2.4 (NIL IDEAL) s An ideal of a ring R 
i s said to be n i l i f i t s every element i s nllpotent, 
EXAMPLE i«2«l : uet H be the ring of a l l 2 x 2 upper 
triangular matrices over integers. The ideal generated by 
( Q Q ) in M i s nilpotent as well as n i l . 
REMARK 1 ; Clearly every nilpotent ideal i s n i l since 
i f A i s a nilpotent ideal timn there exists a posit ive integer 
n such that A** » (O). So for each asA, a"eA" « (O) implies 
A^ » 0. Hence A i s a n i l ideal . However converse i s not true 
in general t 
EXAMPLE 1,2.2 : Let 2 n (n > 1) be the rings of 
integers modulo p" where p i s a tixed prime. Let 
P *^{^}|fii„e 2 n't i . e . F i s the family of a i l sequences 
{a^} w i ^ a-e 21 n. Define addition and multiplication on 
F as follows *. 
{an} • [hi] " ( V ^ n ^ and {ia}{b^} « i^r)-
Then F i s a ring with sequence (0^\ woxicing as zero, where 
'o^ i s zero of 2 n and * {a^ }^ • i-^}' Now l e t R be the set 
of a l l those sequences of F which have only f in i te ly many 
non-zero terms. Then R i s an idea l of F. 
We consider R as a r ing . Let I be tiie i dea i of R 
consis t ing of a l l elements of type ( p r , , pr^, . . . » p r , ^ , . , , . . ) 
^k ® ^ p**"' ^®^ ^ * ^^\* JP^2' • •* ' ^^n ^ ' 0» • • » * • • ) s I . 
Since i n Z i , (pr^^)^ =» 0, we get (pr|^> « 0^  for every i ^ k. 
Ir — 
rhus a « Co, Q, 0, ...0« 4ence X is a nilideal. We claim 
that I is not nilpotent. Now we show that for any positive 
integer n there exists an element as! siKsh that a" # 0. 
Define a » (a^ }^ by taking "a j|^  a p" in Z n+1 and ¥jj =• 0^  for 
every k :^  n+1. Thus a « (15, Ot 0» ..... "p, 0, 0^  . . . ) . 
(n+l)*^ place 
Since in 2 n*i, p^ f 'o, we get 
a^ «• (0, 0, O", -, -, p", 0. 0. -, -) ^  0. 
flence I** ^ (0 ) , for every in teger n > 0 : Consequently I i s 
not a lUlpotent i d e a l . 
DSFINITION 1.2.5 (PRIME IDSAL) ; An idea l P of a r ing 
R i s said to be prime ideal i f and only i f i t has the follow-
ing property s 
I f A and B are idea ls in R sixih t h a t AB ^ P , then 
A ^ P or fl ^ P. 
O&FXNirXON 1,2.6 (SEMI-PRIME IDsSAL) : An idea l Q in a 
ring R i s said to be a semi-priine ideal i f f i t has the follow-
ing property : 
I t A i s an idea l i n R such tha t A ^ - ^ a , then A OQ. 
DSflNiriON 1*2.7 (MAXIMAL IDEAL) i An idea l M of a 
r ing B i s cal led a maximal idea l it ^ ^R and the re ex i s t s 
no idea l A in R such t h a t M cuA ciR, 
Thus it H( :^R) i s a maximal ideal* then for any ideal 
A of R, 14 o A ^ R holds only when e i t h e r A » M or A =» R, 
DEFINITION 1,2.8 (QUASI-REGULAR ELEi4ENT) i Let R be 
a r ing and for any a,b s R, aob « a+b~ab. Then 
( i ) An element asR i s said to be r igh t quasi- regular 
i f there ex i s t s an ele>Qent beR s jcn tha t aob » 0. In t ha t 
case b i s ca l led a r ign t quasi- inverse of a. 
( i i ) Dually we define a l e f t quasi-regular element and 
a l e f t quasi- inverse . 
( i i i ) The element a i s said to be quasi - regular i f i t . 
i s both r . q . r . and l , q « r . 
DEFINITION 1,2,9 (yUASI-RgGJLAR IDEAL) : A r i g h t ideal 
in R i s said t o be r i g h t quasi-regular ( l e f t quasi - regular 
or quasi-regular) i f each of i t s elements i s r .q . r« ( l . q . r . 
or q . r , r e spec t ive ly ) . 
ifowever^ i t can be eas i ly shown tha t i f a r i g h t idea l 
i n a ririg R i s r i g h t quasi-regular , i t i s quas i - regular . But, 
of course an individual element of a ring may be r . q . r , but 
not q . r . 
DSFINiriON 1.2.10 (RDSULAR ID.2AL) : A r igh t ideal A 
i s said to be regular i f tnere ex i s t s an element e in R 
soch tna t ej>-r i s i n A for every r in R s jcn an element e 
i s cal led a l e f t uni t of A. 
DEFINITION 1.2,11 (CCMi4UrAT0R lOSAL) : The idea l 
generated by a l l commutatGrs i'x-$y]i with x,y in R i s Known 
as the commutator idea l of R. 
DSFINITION 1.2.12 (JACOBSON RADICAL) i The Jacobson 
rad ica l J(R) of a r ing R i s tne t o t a l i t y of the elesaents asR 
such tha t aR i s quasi-regular i . e . 
J(R) « (asR j aR i s q . r . ) 
REMARKS a. J(R) i s a quasi-regular idea l i n R which 
contains every quasi-regular r igh t ideal and every qoasi-
regular l e f t idea l i n R. 
3. In view of the above Remark 1 , J(R) i s the unique 
l a r g e s t quasi-regular ideal of R and can be consequently 
character ized as the sum (Join) of a l l q«r. r i g h t idea l s in 
R (or the sum of a l l q . r . l e f t idea l in R). 
4. J(R) contains every n i l r i gh t (or l e f t ) ideal in R, 
5. JCR/J(R)) « (0) 
DEFINITION 1.2.13 (CENTRE) : The cen t re Z(R) of a r i i « 
R i s tns s e t of a l l those elements of R which cojunute with 
every element of R. Thus 
Z(R) » (asR I ax » xa, for ail xeR}. 
DEFINITION X.2.14 (LIE Ai^ D JORDAifl STRUCTJRBS) : Given 
an assoc ia t ive ring R we can induce on R, usdng i t s opera-
t ions two ne«ir strcic Cures as foiiovs 
( i ) For x,yeR, then Lie product [x,y] « x/ ^ yx» 
( i i ) For x,yeR, the Jordan product xoy- sgr + yx. 
DEFINITION i . 2 . i 5 (OERIITAnOiNi OF A RING) i Let R be a 
r ing . A mapping d : R - R i s said to be a der iva t ion of the 
r ing rt i f i t s a t i s f i e s the foiiowing t 
( i ) (x*y)d = xd 4- yd, for a i l x,yeR„ 
( i i> (xy}d » (xd)y • x(yd), for a l l x.ycR. 
RfiSARK 6. Let d be a der ivat ion of a prime ring R 
and a be an element of R. I f ad(x) « 0, for a l l xsR» then 
e i t h e r a » 0 or d i s zero der ivat ion, 
DEFINITION 1.2.16 (INNER DERIVATION) : Let R be a r ing 
and any aeR. The mapping l a ! x -> xa - t x i s ca l l ed the 
inner der ivat ion of R determined by a* 
DEFINITION 1.2.17 (SUflDIRECT 5114 OF A Rlt^) t Let T 
be a subring of the d i r e c t B\M S of a family of r ings s i , 
ieiJ indexed by the se t iJ and for each ieU. Let 6 i be a 
jiomomorphlsm of s onto s i defined as follows t 
Si Bi ^ a ( i ) f aes . 
I f T6i =« Si for every IsU, T i s said to be subdirect sum of 
the r ings S*» 1 £ U. 
1»3. TMs sect ion of the chapter i s devoted to the 
de f in i t ions and simple proper t ies of some special types of 
r i n g s . 
DEFINITION 1.3.1 (DIVISION RI^O) : A r ing R conta in-
ing more than one element i s said to be a d iv i s ion r ing i f Ibr 
every nonzero element aeft and ai 'bi t rary element beR, the 
equations ax « b and ya « b have unique so lu t ions . A commu-
t a t i v e d iv is ion r ing i s ca l led a f i e ld . 
DEFINITIC^ 1.3.2 (SIMPLE RING) : A ring with more 
than one element i s said to be simple ring i f i t s only idea l s 
are the two t r i v i a l s namely (O) and R, 
RSflARKS 7. For simple r ing , the condition R^  ^ (O) 
i s equivalent to the condit ion R^« R. 
8. A divis ion ring i s necessar i ly simple but not 
conversely. Infac t , i f D i s d iv is ion ring tlnsa coaoplete 
matrix ring £^, for a pos i t ive in teger n i s simple which of 
course, i s not a divisicm ring* 
DiSFINITION 1.3.3 (SUflDIRaCTLY IRREDllCIBLfS RING) : A 
8 
r ing R i s said to be subdirect ly irreducibld i f the i n t e r -
sect ion of a i i i t s nonzero ideals i s not zero. 
DfiFINXIION i . 5 . 4 (PRIME RING) i A ring R i s said to 
be prime i f and only i f i t s zero idea l i s a prime idea l i n R. 
£quivaiently, a r ing R i s prime i f and only i f e i t h e r 
of toe following conditions holds t 
( i j I f A and B are idea l i n R such tna t AB « (O), 
then A « (0) or B a (O). 
( i i j I f a»beR such tha t aRb «> (o)» then a • 0 or b s o. 
RE94ARKS 9* Saa centre of a prime ring does not contains 
nonzero d iv isors of zero. 
10. Let atbeR and R be a prime ring such t h a t abGZ(R) 
and a^ )s2(R) then beZ(R). 
DEFINITION 1.3,5 (SEMI-PRIMS RING) s; A r ing with zero 
prime radical i s ca l led semi-priaie. This i s equivalent to 
say tha t a semi-prime ring i s one tha t contains no nonzero 
n i lpotent i dea l . 
REMARKS 11 . A ring R i s semi-prime i f and only i f 
i t i s a sUbdirect SWBQ of prime r ings . 
12* Iiet R be a r ing having no nonzero n i l i d e a l s , 
rnen R i s a subdirect sum of prime r ings . 
DEFINITION 1.3.6 (SEMI-SIMPLE RING) : A ring R i s 
said to be a semi-simple ring i f i t s Jacobson rad ica l i s zero. 
DSFINITION i . 3 . 7 iBOOLZkii RING) : A ring R i s ca l led 
Boolean i f a l l of i t s slezaents a re idempotent. 
D£FINITIOk« 1.3.8 (CiARACTSRISTIC OF A RING) s I f there 
ex i s t s a pos i t ive in teger n such that na » 0 for every element 
a of a ring R, the smallest such pos i t ive in teger i s ca l led 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of R (Usaal l / wr i t ten as char R). I f no such 
pos i t i ve in teger e x i s t s , B i s said to nave c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
zero. 
Obviously i f char R 4 m then tna « 0, for some aeR 
i^p l i e s tha t a » 0 
RiMARK 13. A boolean ring nas c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 2 and i s 
necessar i ly commutative. 
Dc^INITION 1.3.9 (PS^IOOIC RING) i A ring R i s ca l led 
periodic i f for each xsR, there ex is t d i s t i n c t pos i t i ve 
in tegers n.m for which ^ « x^. 
1,4 Xhe present section deals with the prel iminar ies 
of near-rings* 
DEFINITION 1,4.1 (NSAR-RING) : A l e f t near-r ing i s an 
algebraic system (R, *•* * ) such t h a t 
( i ) (R, *^) i s a group. 
( i i ) (R, •) i s a semi group. 
( i i i ) xCy*-z) =t xy f X2 for a l l x,y,zeR. 
10 
I f the property ( i i i ) i s subs t i tu ted with ( i i i j 
(x4>y)z » xz 4- yz, the ring i s said to be r i gh t near-ring* 
EXAMPLE X.4. i The aiost na tura l example of a near-
r ing i s given by the s e t R of iden t i ty preserving oiappings 
of an addi t ive group G (not necessar i ly abelian) i n t o i t s e l f . 
I f the mappings are added by adding iatages and i&ultiplication 
i s composition of functions then the systeuj (R, >, • ) i s a 
near - r ing . 
Hence onward by a near-r ing R, we mean a l e f t near-
r ing , un t i l otherwise mentioned* 
DEFINITION 1,4,2 (OIsrRIBJriVS AND /INTIDISTRIBUTIVS 
ELEMENTS ) ; An eleaent a of near-r ing R i s ca l led d i s t r i -
but ive i f (b<fc)a a ba t^  ca for a l l b,ceR and a i s ca l led 
a n t i d i s t r i b u t i v e i f (bK:)a « ca • ba, for a l l b,c6R. 
REilARK 14. One can eas i ly find that in a near r ing 
R, the l e f t d i s t r i bu t i on of •»' over '•* y i e ld s ; 
( i ) X.0 « Q for a l l xcR and x(-y) a -xy for a l l 
x,yeR. 
( i i ) I f deR i s d i s t r i b u t i v e element then in addi t ion 
to the above property d a lso s a t i s f i e s o«d » 0 and 
C-x)d a -xd for a l l xcR. 
DEFINITION 1.4.3 (DISrRIBJTIVSLY GENERATED NEAR RING) i 
I f a near-r ing R contains a mul t ip l ica t ive semi-group S 
u 
whose elements generate the additive group R"*" and satisfy 
the foil owing : 
(afb)s a as -• bs for a l l a,beR and seS. Then we say 
that R i s dlstr ibutiveiy generated near-ring. A d i s t r i bu t i -
vely generateld near ring i s generally abbreviated as d.g. 
near-ring. 
DSFINlXiOH 1,4.4 (DIVISION c'JEAR-RIMG) : A near ring 
R that contains more than one element i s said to be a divi-
sion near^ring i f and only i f the set R of a l l nonzero elements 
i s a multiplicative group. 
REMARK 15. Every division ring i s an exa^i^le of a 
division near-ring but not conversely, 
EXmPLE 1,4.2. Let R « {0,1} with addition and multi-
plication defined below : 
^ 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
i 
1 
1 
0 
• 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 , 
1 
1 
Tne ring R i s division near-ring but not division ring. 
DSFINITION 1.4.5 (DISTRIBUTIVE WEAR-RIiNG) j A near-
ring R i s said to be distr ibutive i f and only i f i t s every 
eLeaent i s right dis t r ibut ive. 
2XMAPLS 1.4.3. Let (R, •) be a non-abelian group 
12 
under addit ion v^th 0. DeSiae for a i l x^y i n R, xy « 0. 
Tnls iauLLtiplication define d i s t r i b u t i v e near ring* 
DEFINITION 1.4.6 (IDEAL) J The Kernel of a near-r ing 
homomorphism i s ca l led an idea l 
R@1ARK 16 : A non-void subset K of a ring R i s an 
idea l i f and only i f K i s a normal subgrou^p of (R, *) and 
s a t i s f i e s : 
( i ) RkCK and 
( i i ) (m^k^n >- mneK, for a l l m,neR and keK. 
DEFINITION 1.4,7 (CmPi*ETEL5f PRIME IDEAL) J An idea l 
of a near ring R i s cal led completely prime i f abcP implies 
aeP or beP. 
DEFINITION l , 4 . a (MOLTIPLICATiyS CENTRE) t The mul t i -
p l i c a t i v e centre of a neari-^ring i s d i e t e d by ^(R) such tha t 
Z(R) a (zeR I zx « xz, for a l l xsR }. 
DEFINITION 1.4.9 (ADDITIVE CET^ iTRE) : The addi t ive 
cent re of a near-r ing R i s defined to be 
J(R) a {zsR j z*x » x^z, for a l l xeR } 
DEFINITION 1,4.10 (cmMON CENTRE) : The common centre 
Z^(R) i s defined as ZCR)n Q (R)» where Z(R) and | R have the 
above meanings. 
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DEFINITION 1.4*11 (R-SUBGROOP) : A subgroup B of 
tha additive groi4> R"^  i s called R-subgroup of R i f and oxily 
i f 3R <^ B. 
An R>8ubgro(j^ B i s said to be two sided i f and only 
if, RB S B . 
DEFINITION 1,4,12 (RHXJUi-AR BLSMSJIT) : An element a of 
a neai>ring R i s said to be regular i f there exists an e le-
ment X of R such that axa a a* 
DEFINITION 1.4.13 (RSCULAR NSAR-RJING) t A non empty 
subset B of R i s called regular i f each element b of B i s 
regular. Thus a near- ring R i s regular i ff for any aeR, 
there exists beR such t i ^ t aba » a. 
RaiARK 17. Evary near-field i s a regular near-ring 
but not conversely* 
C^AKPLE 1.4.4. Let G be any additive group (not 
necessarily ccKumutative)* Then define for each x ^ 0 in G, 
xy » y and oy « 0 for a l l yeG. The system (G, • , • ) i s near-
ring. Thus a multiplication can be define! on any group to 
obtain a regular near-ring. So, in pcrt icular , (R, •) of a 
regular near ring need not be abelian. Let R be a near 
f ield. Then R x R, defined in the usual manner i s a regular 
near-ring with identi ty and (R x R, <') i s abelian, but not a 
near field. 
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1*3' SOME KEY R^UuTS : In th is section we give some 
important resulta which will be frequently used in the subseq-
uent text. 
THEOREM 1.5.1 (Wedderbum [63]) t A f in i te division 
ring i s a field. 
THSCSIEM 1.5.2(Tacobson [37]) s Let R be a ring in which 
for every aeR there exists an integer n(a) > 1, depending on 
a, such that a°(*> - a. then R Is commutative. 
1HB0RS4 1.5.3 ( 1 . Kfi^lansky [4o]) j i f a division ring 
D sa t i s f ies any polynomial identi ty then i t i s f i n i t e dimen-
sional over i t s centre. 
THaORai 1.5.4 (I.N. aerstein [3o]) s i-et R be a ring 
in which given a,beR there exist integers m » m(a,b) ^ 1 , 
n « n(a»b) ^ I such that a^ b** • b"a°*. Then the ccwamutator 
ideal of R i s n i l . 
THEOREM 1.5.5 (Jacobson [36]) s An algebraic division 
algebra over a f in i te field i s commutative» 
THEOREM 1.5.6 (Faith [IQ]) s i-et 0 toe a division ring 
and A 1^  D a ssibring (0) ^ 0 . Suppose that for every xsD, 
x**^ '^ c A, where n(x) >_1 depends on x, Ihen D Is commutative. 
THEOREM 1.5*7 (Zassenlmus [64]) s If R i s a f in i te 
near-field then (R> >) i s abelian. 
TiiSORBM 1.5.8 (B.H. Naufflann [58]) s The additive group 
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of division near-ring i s abelian. 
msoRSi-I 1.5.9 (H,S. Bell [3]) : If R i s a near ring 
satisfying 0*x a 0 for a l l x in R and having no nonzero 
nilpotent elementSf tnen ab a 0 implies tli^at ba « 0 and 
that arb « 0 for a l l reR. 
THiS0REt4 l . i>ao (H.E. Bell [8]) j Let R be a near-ring 
satisfying 0«x » 0 for a l l x in R and having no nonzero n i l -
potent eleiaents. Then we have : 
(A) £very distr ibutive idempoterit i s central . 
(B) For every idempotent e and every element xeR, 
exT a (ex) . 
(C) If R has a multiplicative identi ty eleraent, then 
a l l idempotents are central* 
CHAPTER I I 
POWER MAPS AND Cmf'lUTAriVITY OF RINGS 
2,1 INTRODUCTION : This che^pter deals with the study 
of the commutati^rity of rings satisfying C q^r)'* « x«y« for 
a l l ring elements x and y» The study i s inspired by one of 
the c e l e b r a t e theorem ot Jacobson which states that a ring 
R in which JJP » x for a i l xeR and n > 1, a positive integer, 
i s coiomutative. Aside froa i t s own in t r ins ic beauty* the 
above resul t generalizes the faoious Wedderbum's theorem 
which plays an important role in many diverse parts of 
algebra. 
Section 2«2 begins with a ring-theoretic analogue 
of the elementary group-the ore t ic resul t that any grou«) G 
satisfying (xy) « * y i s necessarily abelian and closes 
with the commutativity theorem due to Steve Ligh and Antnony 
Richoux [511, which i s also a ring-theoretic version of a 
resul t in group theory that a group G satisfying 
k k k 
(xy) a X y , k a n, n»l, n+2, where n i s a positive integer, 
i s commutative. 
In Section 2 ,3 , resul ts obtained by rfarmanci [22] 
and Bell [15]$ are included which deal with the commutati-
vity of rings satisfying (xy) • x y^ for only two consecutive 
integers. K » n» n^l. 
Section 2*4 i s devoted to the stc^y of the cosuautativity 
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of the r ings wlta (xy)^ « x^^y" for j u s t one pos i t i ve 
in teger n > 1. The material of t h i s sect ion has been 
extracted from the works of rfsrstein [ 3 0 j , Awtar [6j and 
Abu-Khuzam [ l ] . 
Final ly i n the l a s t sect ion we re fe r to the r e s u l t 
due to Gupta [21] , which s t a t e s t h a t , i f R i s a semi-prime 
ring with unity 1 i n which (xy)^ - xf^y^£2(R; for k « n, 
n4>l, n*Z, then R i s commutative. 
2 .2 . I t i s well Known ti^iat any group G sa t i s fy ing 
(agr)^ a x y £or a l l x,y in G i s necessar i ly commutative. 
This na tura l ly gives r i s e t o the questicni whether the ring«> 
theore t ic analogue of t h i s group^-thaoretic r e s u l t i s validjl 
In 1963 E.C. Johnsen, D«L. Outcalt and Adli Yaqub [39] 
answered the above question ir\ affirmative for r ings with 
unity as follows : 
THEOREM 2 .2 .1 x Any ring R (may be non-associaUve) 
with unity which s a t i s f i e s {xy) fo r a l l x»y i n R, 
must be c<XDmutative. 
The following example shows tha t the exist^oce of 
unity i n the above theorem 2.2 .1 i s e s sen t i a l . 
EXAMPLE 2 .2 .1 : Let R » { ( g ^ ) | a , b a re i n t ege r s} . 
I t can be eas i ly ver i f i ed tha t (xy)^ • Try for a l l x,yeR. 
ijiowever» R i s not commutative. 
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AJ.SO there exist non commutative rings haviiag l e f t 
or r ight unities and satisfying (xy) « x y . 
EJUMPi-E 2 .2 .2 s i-et R « {( 2 g ) , ( g J ) , ( J ° ) , 
( £ £ )} be a sabring of 2 x 2 matrices over Gf(2), R has 
tv/o l e f t unities ( Q l ^ ^^^ ^ 1 0 ^ * ^^ ^^ readily verified 
that (xyji^ a 7^^ for a l l x,yeR and a l l k >^  1. However, R 
i s not commutative* 
Next, i f the identity (xy)^ « x^y^ i s replaced by 
(xy)^ a 3ry^ for any it > 2, then the Tneoreai 2.2.1 need not 
hold. 
QCAf4PI-£ 2.2.3 t Let k > 3 be fixed, l e t p be any 
arbitrary but fixed prime such that (case 1) p divides k i f 
k i s odd,, and (case 2) p divides k/2, i f R i s even. This i s 
possible since k > 2* Let R be a subring of 3 x 3 matrices 
over Gf (p) defined by 
R « J 1 o a d a,b,c,d e Gf(p) } 
I t i s readily verified that (xy)^ « J^y^ for a l l x,y 
in R, but R i s not commutative, liowever, i t i s known that 
a group G satisfying {xy) a x^y^, for three consecutive 
integers k « n, n>l, n^^, i s necessarily abelian. J . Luh 
[52), in 1971 investigated the ring-theoretic analogue of 
the mentioned result as follows : 
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Ti:£EOREM 2.2.2 s If R i s a primary ring with unity 
wliioh sa t i s f ies the ident i t ies 
(xy)^ a x^y^, k a n, n u , n+2 
where n i s a positive integer, then R i s caaimutative, 
to prove the above theoreai the following iemaias are 
establisiried : 
LEMA 2.2.1 ! Let R be a ring with unity element 1, 
i f R sat isf ies the ident i t ies (xy) «• x^y^, k » n, n+1, a*2 
where n i s a non-negative in t^e r» then the Jacobaon radical 
J of R i s coaunuCative. 
PROOF s Set S o ( l -x : xeJ}. I t can be readily 
verified that S forais a multiplicative group having 1 as 
the unity eleaent, since S sat isf ies tne identity 
(xy)* m ^y , k a n, n*l, n-^2, S i s abelian, for any x,yeJ, 
( i-x) (l-y) • (1-y) ( l-x) and hence 3^ « yx. 
i,E¥mk 2.2.2 : Let R be a ring with Jacobson radical 
J , If R/'J i s C(»aaaiUtative tj:^n, for xeR, xPeJ implies xeJ. 
PROOF t For any r«R, since (xr)" « xPr^ « o(mod J),Cxr)" 
i s rigiit quasi-regular, consequently, xr i s r ight quasi-
regular £tnd xsJ. 
LISMMA 2.2.3 J Let R be a completely primary ring with 
Jacobson radical J . I f }^ R and x^J, then there exists usR 
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such that ux a xu a X. 
PROOF: Since R/J by assumption i s a division ring* 
there exists yeR siKJh that yx = 1 (mod J)« so yx • 1-s 
for some seJ. By the quasi-regularity of s, yx i s invertible. 
Hence there exists ueR such that ux • 1 similarly, xv • 1 
for some veR. I t ramains to show that u » v indeed, 
U a U ( 1 - v ) 4" UV a u ( » - l ) V * UV 
a ( 1 - U ) V «- UV » V. 
LE5MMA 2,2*i* i (Herstein [30]) I f R i s a ring in which 
(xy) a >iry for a i l x^yeR and a fixed integer ii > 1, then 
every commutator in R i s nilpotent and toe nilpotent elements 
of R form an ideal of R. 
PROOF OF THE THEORM 2.2.2 : We assteae that R i s a 
primaiy ring and R sa t i s f ies the ident i t ies {xy) » 3Jry , 
k a n,n4-l» n^2. By lemma 2.2«4, R / J i s commutative and 
hence i t i s a subdireot sira of fields since R/J i s simple, 
R/J i s a field i . e . R i s completely primary. Now l e t x and 
y be arbitrary elements in R. We shall show timt 3^ - yx. 
CASE 1 1 If x,yeJ, xy « yx by lemma 0,.%V 
CASS I I : If T^y^J then from ident i t ies 
{ixy)^ a /y*^, k a n, n U , n*2, and xP*^ y^ '^^  a (jqr)"*^ * 
(35y)'*Cxy) • >!?*/*3 .^ By Lemma 2.2.2, xP^ J. By lemma 2.2 .3 , 
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there exist u»veR such that xf^ u « aaP • yv « vy a 1, 
Thus we have 
SimlXarly from the ident i t ies 
and xP*2 yn*2 ^ (3^)^*2 . Cxy)"(xy)2 ^ ^y^^y^^ 
By Lemioa 2«2«2 and 2«2«5 we have 
^ n * l ^ ynU ^ (2j 
From ( 1 ; and (2), I t follows that 
y** X a xy** » xy*V «• y^xy 
CASE XIX s If xeJ, y ^J, then 1-x ^ J , By the resul t 
of case XI» (l-x)y a y(l-x) so xy « yx, tnerafore, xy « yx 
for a l l x,yeR and the theorem i s now established. 
We note that the liypothesis of the existence of unity 
element in our theorem i s essential* 
BXAMFLE 2.2.4 i Let R he the ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
of the form ( ? « )# where a,b are real numbers. I t i s easy 
to see that R has no unity element R/J i s isomorphic to the 
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fiald of real numbers and R sat isf ies the hypotifesis of 
riieorem 2«2«2t for a l l n >,! . However R i s not coauautative. 
Also tae following e3^a^le siiows tiiat the conclusion 
of tne above theorem does not follow i f the identi ty 
(xy) a X y i s assumed for jus t two consecutive integers. 
EXAMPiiE 2,2.5 : Let S be a non-coaunutative ring of 
characteris t ic 3 siich that S' a o, l e t R be the ring consis-
ting of elements (a,n) where asS, ii&Zy the ring of integers 
mod 3. The addition and multiplication in R i s defined by 
Ca,n) • (b,7n) =» (a-j-b, nm) 
and (a»n)(b»m) » (ab > nb 4* ma* nm). 
The Jacobson radical J of R consists of a l l elements (a,o) 
wnere aeS suad R/J "» Z^, so R i s a completely primary ring. 
I t can be verified easily t t e t 
(xy)* a x*y^ and i^iy) » x y* for a l l x,yeR. 
However, R i s not c(»Bmutative. 
The above resul t was farther extended by A- Kaya ['^j 
in 1976,replacing fixed n for a l l x„yeR by I n t ^ e r s n « nix,y) 
depending on the pair of elements X|,yeR. 
THEOREM 2,2.3 : I f R i s a primary ring or semi-prime 
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with unity satisfying the property that for each x,yeR, 
there exists an integer n m n(x,y) > ) such that 
i%y)^ - x^y^ for k « n, nU, n*2, then R i s commutative. 
In 1977, Steve 1-igh anl Anthony Richoux [51] gene-
ralized Theorem 2.2.2 for arbitrary rings J 
THS0REJ4 2.2,4 s If R i s a ring with unity which 
sat isf ies the ident i t ies (asy)^ • 3^y^ k « n, n*l, n^Z, 
where n i s a positive integer, then R i s coauautative. 
PROOF J Let x,y be in R from x^^^y"^^ , x^y'^j^. I t 
follows that 
xP(V* - y'^ x) y « 0 (1) 
since ( i ) hold for a l l x,y in R, subsUtuting (x+1) for x 
and simplify to get 
(x*l)" Cx/* - y"x) y - 0 (2) 
multiplying (2) on the l e f t by xf**"^  and expanding (x*l)° 
byalnomial theorem. Keeping in mind the identity (1) I t 
follows that 
x?**^  iyy^ - y'^ x) y « 0 (3) 
Since (1) i s valid for each x,y in R continuing the above 
process that i s replacing x by (x^-l) and multiplying (3) on 
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the l e f t by x""^ we get 
x ( 3 ^ - /*x) y « 0 (4) 
Agciin subst i tu t l i^ (x«>l) for x and using (4)» we get 
(xy" - y"x) y » 0 (5) 
Now from the identity 
3^*^y"*^ - 3{n>lyn*i ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 
3^*^ (xy"''^ - y°*^x) y « 0 (6) 
Employing tne same technique as used to get (^ ) from (1) we 
obtain 
(xy"*^ - y"*^  x) y - 0 (7) 
Multiplying both sides of (^ ) on the left by y we get 
From (7) and (3) we have 
(xy - yx) y°*^ « 0 (9) 
Now applying the same &6Cl!a)ique as u^ ed to get (5) from (1), 
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we have 
(xy - yx) y • 0 (10) 
Finally replacing y by (y*l) and using (10) we obtain 
xy - yx « 0, then R i s commutative* 
2«3. In the previous section the comrautativity of 
the rings which satisfy the identity (xy)*^ • 3t y^, for 
three consecutive integers has been discussed, fhe question 
tnerefore arises : Under what additional condition a ring R 
satisfying {xy) • yry , x,ysR for jus t two consecutive 
integers i s coiamutative?'! In thei year li:^ 77 At irfermanci [^2], 
using torsion res t r ic t ion on the ring proved t i» following 
resul t in this direction. 
THSORSra 2*3.1 : Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer 
and R be a ring with unity satisfying (xy)° - 3£"y"» 
(xy)"*^ a 7^*^ y^*^, for a l l x,yeR. If the characterist ic 
of R does not divide n( In ) ' ' , then R i s ccaautative. 
In the subsequent year, the above resul t was extended 
by d.E. Bell [13j as follows s 
TiiBOREM 2.3.2 s Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer 
and R be an associative ring with unity, satisfying 
(xy) « 3ry*, for ix. =» a, n*l. If additive groi«) R* i s n-
torsion £ree then R i s cocmautative* 
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In preparation for the proof of the above theorem 
the following lefflmas are pertinent, the proofs of which 
can be found in [3d] and [p7j respectively. 
LBMk 2.3.lL3^&]'If [x,yj commutes with x, then 
[x^» yj * 1^  ^ [x,y3 for a i l positive integers it, 
LSMi4A2.3«2 [57] J Let x,ysR. Suppose that for some 
positive integer k, x^f « 0 • (x>l)^ y. Then necessarily 
y • 0. 
PRCX)F OF THE THSOREM 2.3»2 : We note that 
^ • l y n U ^ (xy)«*^ . (xy)3(Py" - 3c?^ y"xy hence 
x[x**.y J y° * 0 and x^[x,y"]y a 0, for a l l x,yeR (1) 
Replacing y by (y+1) and x by (x*l) in equation (1), we get 
x[x^,yj ( l*y)" « 0 and (l*x)"[x,y'^] y « 0 (2) 
By Lemma 2»3.2, (1) and (2) give 
x[x?*,y] = i^,y] x « 0 for a l l x,yeR (3) 
Xt follows at once that 3cPe2(R), for all iavertible elements 
X and since u nilpotent; implies l-t-u is invertible* we have 
l+nu*vs2(R) for all nilpotent elements u (4J 
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wlnere v « ( 2 ) ^^^ • ( 3 ) i*^  • ••• • • '"^ow C3) implies 
that for u with u • 0, nae2(R) and liave ueZ(R). 
Proceeding iiKloctlvely on the assumption that u*^  9 0 
with J < ic implies ueZ,we consider u with u « 0 ai^ note 
that the corresponding v sat isf ies v « 0, so that (3) 
again forces nue2(R) and hence ueZ(R). Thost a l l nilpotent 
elements are central . 
Now by a theorea of ilerstein [24], commutators are 
nilpotent, hence central . Thus in particular [x[x,y]3 a 0. 
Now by iiemma 2.3«lf 
[xf°,y] » mxP"^  [x,y] for a l l integer m >_ 1 ana a l l x,y£R C^*) 
Applying this in case of m a n and recalling (3) we get, 
0 a X [xP, yj a nx^Cx.y] (5) 
we now use the absence of o-torsion to get 
^i^tVl " 0, for a i l x,yeR, finally, replacing x by (x*!) 
and using Lemma 2.3.2, we get [x,y] « 0, for a l l x,yeR. 
2.4. In this section we snail discuss the ccxamutati-
v i ty of tne rings satisfying the identity (xy)^ - x**/*. This 
study i s real ly interesting because i t includes many classical 
resu l t s . For instance, the faoious theorem of Jacobs on that 
a ring R in which x'* a x, for a l l x in R i s commutative. 
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should be corol lary of any r e s u l t obtained about a r ing in 
which (xyj** = x^y? 
In 1961, Herstein [30 j , proved the foliovifing theorem. 
TrfEORSM 2.4 .1 : i.et R be a ring i n which (aty)" - x^y" 
for a l l x,yeR and a fixed in teger n > 1, tnen every coouautator 
in R i s n i lpo ten t . Moreover tne n i ipo ten t elements of R form 
an ideal« 
Awtar [ 6 ] , using r a the r complicated combinatorial 
arguments, extended the above mentioned r e s u l t as follows. 
THEOREM 2.4,2 : I f R i s non-associat ive r ing with 
unity 1 , and s a t i s f i e s the Ident i ty (xy)" = xfV" for x,yeR 
and a fixed Integer n>^2, Purthsr (R,*"-) i s p - to r s ion free 
for each prime p ^ n, i f n i s c«3d and p < n - 1 , i f n i s even, 
then R i s commutative. 
The above Tneorem 2.4,2 was again generalized by 
Hazar Abu-Khuzam [ 1 ] , assuming, instead tha t R i s n(n^l) 
to rs ion- f ree . 
TiiS0R£j4 2 .4 ,3 s Let R be an assoc ia t ive r ing with 
1 . Let n > 1 be a fixed pos i t ive in teger . I f R i s n ( n - l j -
tors ion-f ree and s a t i s f i e s the i den t i t y Cxy)« « x ^ ? then 
R i s commutative. 
PROOF : Throughout, l e t N, U denote the se t of 
n i lpo ten t s of R and uni ts i n R, respect ive ly . Let xcR ani u 
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a unit in R. By hypothasis, (uxu )'^ « uVuT** and 
hence ux'^ u a u V u " " which implies 
[u""-^, 3{?^] « 0 for a i i xeR, ueU • ( i ) 
Let aeN then there exists a minimal positive integer 
p sjch that 
[a* ,^ TP] « 0 for a l l integers K >. p, p minimal(p>l). (2) 
Suppose p > 1« Since a ^ -fl^U, ( i ) implies 
[ ( a ^ ^ * 1)"-^ , x^] - 0 . (3) 
Combining (2) and (3), we get ( n - l ) [ a ^ ^ . x^j = 0 and 
hence [a^ »3£"3 = 0, since R i s (n-l)- torsion free. 
But this contradicts the minimality of p in (2) . This shows 
that p a l and haice by (2) 
[a,x?^] « 0 for a l l xeR, asN . (4} 
Let S be the subring of R generated by all hih powers. Then by 
Nilpotent elements of S are central in S (p) 
from (4) the commutator ideal of S is nil, and hence by (5) 
we get 
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[x,y]eZ(S), the cen t re of S, tor all x,yeS • (6) 
For a l l xyeS, (xy)'*x «• x ( /x )° and hence 3^y°x a sy'^x? 
so t ha t 3< and using (6) we get 
3t [x"" , /* ] « 0. How using (6) and Lemaia 2 t 4 , l we obtain 
(n- l )xP [x , /* ] « 0. Since R i s ( n - l ) - t o r s i o n f ree , we have 
J^ixty**] a 0 for a l l x,yeS, and fience by Letma 2»3«2, 
[x j /^ j • 0» iSow by (6) and Leaaas 2 .3 .1 and 2»3.2 and the 
absence of n- tors ion we obtain [x,y] *> 0 for a l l xy&S and 
hence [x?^,y"3 « 0 for a l l xysR . (7) 
Therefore R i s comaiutative by the Theorem of [ 1 ^ ] . 
The following example shows tha t the condit ion 
n ( n - l ) - t o r s i o n free in the statement of the above theorem 
cannot be replaced by " (n-1) - tors ion free'^ or ^*n-^torsion freei' 
a b c 
EXAMPLE 2 .4 .1 : Let R « {( o a d ) a,b,c,deGf(3)} 
0 o a 
Ihen (xy)* » xV and (xy) - x y , so with n :» 3. R i s 
Cn- l ) - tors ion free and (xy)** « j^y^ moreover R i s not 
commutative with n a 4, R i s n-torsion- 'frea and (sQr)"* xPy**, 
but R i s not commutative. 
However Abu Khusam [2j extended the above study 
fa r ther and prove tioB following more general r e s u l t for semi-
prime r ings . 
TiiSORM 2 .4 .4 ; i<et R be a semi-prime ring in which 
for each x in R, there ex i s t s an in teger n » n(x) > 1 such 
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tbat (30^ )"* » yP'^ tor a l l y in R» Then R i s commutative. 
In preparation for the proof of the above theorem 
Abu Khuzam begins with the following lemmas : 
LEMMA 2.4,3 : lif R i s semi-prime ring in which, for 
each X In R, there exists a positive Integer n « n(x) > 1 such 
that ixy)" a )^y" for a l l y in R, then R t^s no non-zero 
nilpotent elements. 
PROOF ; Let aeR such that a « 0. Using the hypo-
thesis , there exists an integer n = n(a) > 1 such that 
Cax)" « a V for a l l x in R. This implies that (ax)" = 0 
for a l l x in R. If aR ^ (O), then the above shows that aR 
i s a non-zero ni l r ight ideal satisfying the identity y" = 0 
for a l l y in aR. So by lemia 2*1«1 of [33j R has a non-zero 
nilpotent ideal* This i s a contradiction since R i s semi-
pri^e. Thus aR » (O), and hence aRa « (O). This implies 
tha t a « 0 since R i s semi«prime» 
LSMHA 2«4,4 : If R i s a prime ring in which, for 
each x in R, there exists an integer n » n(x) > 1 such that 
(jy)** » xP/* for a l l y in R, then ft has no zero divisors. 
PROOF s By Lemma 2.4*3 above, R has no non-zero 
nilpotent element so by lemma 1.1«1 of [3^] R has no zero 
divisors since i t i s prime« with no nonzero nilpotent 
elanents. 
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i4BMMA 2* 4,5 i If R i s a prime ring in which, for 
each X in R» there exists an integer n a n(x) > 1 such tnat 
( x / ) " « x"y** for a i i y in R, then for each x in R, there 
exists an integer n « n(x} > 1 such that 
( i ; (x* /^)** » x^"/*, for a l l y in R and a l l integers 
k >_ 1 , aiKi 
( i i ) (yxf^)" - J^^^^^y'^3^, for a l l yeR and a i l integers 
k >. 1 . 
PROOF : Fart ( i ) can easily be proved by induction 
on k. To prove ( i i ) i e t n • n(x) > 1 such that 
(x^y)** « x?^ ° y", for a i l y in R and a l l integers k >_1. 
Since x?^  (yx^)" « (»^y)'*xf^  - x^y"x^, hence 
x*^  {(yx?^)" - yi^^^^^ /*x?^} «. 0, and now part ( i i ) of the 
leioffla follows since, by Lemma 2«4«4 R has no zero divisors. 
PROOF OF TlVS, THSORSW 2.4.4 : Since R i s a semi-prime 
ring then i t i s isomorphic to a subdirect sum of prime rings 
R ,^ each of which, as a homomorphic image of R, sa t i s f ies the 
i:^pothesis of the theorem* So we may assume that R i s prime 
Let X and y be any two nonzero ele.aents of R. Then by 
Leausa 2.4.^, there exist positive integei^ n « nCx) > 1, and 
m a ffl(y) > 1 such that 
(x^'z)'* « xt^^z", for aU z in R andaa.1 integers k > 1 ( i ) 
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C / z ) ° a y*^ z*", for a l l z in R and i l l integers ic >_1 (2) 
Using (2) and Lemma 2«4,5 ( i i ) we get 
From Letma 2«4,3 ( i i )» (yxj** « ^ ^ /*x, and hence 
Uyx)")*" . ( x ^ V x ) * " - x ^ V x . J ^ ^ V x . . . . 
. . . x ^ V x :» x " - ^ ( y V ) ' ^ V x (^) 
THUS, using (2) and (4), 
(yx)^x»-^ « (x^^(yV)'^Vx)x^^ 
- x^^(yV)'° - x?*-^y"^x"° 
Thus 
((yx)*^ - x^^ y^ „nm-Cn-l)j ^ ^i « Q 
using Leiama 2*4.4, R has no zero divisors and hence 
(yx)"° . j^ -lynOj^ nawCn-l) ^^ ^ 
Now (3) and (5) imply that 
^lynm^^nm-Cn-l)^ ^{n-l) yBn^m ^^ ^ 
ci early m(n-l) > (n-l) ai^ 
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ma - (n-i) « n(in»l) • 1 > m since m >^2 , and n >_ 2. 
So (6) implies ztoat 
^ 1 ^ynm j^nia-m-n*! ^ ^pm-m^n^l ^^ x?° « o (7) 
Since R has no zero divisors, (7) implies that 
yflm j^ nm-m-n l^ ^ j^ nm-m-n l^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ y ^^^ elements 
X and y in R, there exist two positive integers p « p(x,y) ^ 1 
and q « q(x.y) ^ 1 such that y**x** « xV* and therefore, R 
i s commutative by a theorem of Herstein [54]. 
2.9 This section deals with the investigations of 
the class of commutative rings in which (xy) - x^y^ i s 
central . The ear l ies t resul t in th i s direction i s due to 
V. Gu^ta. 
in his paper [21] V. Gupta begins with the follow-
ing lemmas : 
LEKHA 2,p. l : If R i s a semi simple ring in which 
for each x,ysR there exists a positive integer n • n(x,y) 
depending on x and y sucn that (xy)*^ - 3ry^eZ(R), for 
k • n, n^l, n ^ then R i s cofMutative. 
PROOF : Fi rs t we assume that R i s a division ring 
satisfying tne identity 
(xy)^ a x?^ y^  e2(R) for k « n, n^l, n*2 
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l e t iixy)^ - xf'y^. z] - 0 for a l l zeR 
Replacing z by aqr and yx, we get respectively 
and 
[(xy)^- /y*^, yxj « 0 (3) 
Let k. m n, n^l, n*2. Then froa (1) and {d) we get 
[ (xy)^ yx] « 0 (3) 
[(3Qr)"*^, yx] . 0 (4) 
THe last two equations provide us with 3^ x * yx?y. 
Thus R is commutative by a result oX Gupta [20j. 
Next we assume that H is a primitive ring satisfying 
the identity 
(xy)^ - xf^ y*^ eZ (R) for k « n, n*l, n*2 
If R is not a division ring then D^ the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices over some division ring 0 will be a homomorpnlc 
image of subring of R and satisfies the identities 
ixy)^ - x?V^eZ(R), l& M n, n*!, n*2. But this is impossible 
as x - ( ^  ^  ) and y . ( J J ) fails to satisfy 
(xy) - iTy & 2(R) for k « n, n+l, n*2» Hence R must be a 
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division ring and therefore R i s commutative. 
Finally i f R i s semi-simple ring satisfying 
(ay) a X y^eZ(R) for k » n, n>i, n>2, then R i s a subdirect-
sum of primitive rings Ra each of which, as a hooiomorphic 
image of R, sa t isf ies the identity (sy)*^ * 3{*^ y*^ e2(R) for 
k =» n, n^l, ni^Z and hence i s commutative. Thus R i s 
commutative* 
LBMHA 2.3.2 s Lat R be a prime ring and x f 0, y beoj^ -
element of R. If x and xy are in 2(R) then y i s in Z(R), 
PROOF : Let x and xy be in ZCR) then yyz a zxy » xzy 
for a l l zeR. From this we have xR (yz - zy) « 0 Since R i s 
a prime ring and x ^ 0 we get zy a yz for a l l zsR. Thus 
y i s in 2(R), 
LEMA 2.5.3 : If R i s a semi-prime ring of character^ 
i s t i c 2 satisfying >y • yx£2(R) for each x,yeR, then R i s 
commutative. 
PROOF *. Let us assume that R i s a prime ring satisfying 
the identi ty xy ^ yx. e2(R) for eacn x,y£R. Replacing x by >gr 
in the identity xy > yxe2(R) for each scysR we get that R i s 
a commutative ring by an application of Lemma 2.5.2. 
If R i s a semi-prime ring satisfyii:^ the identi ty 
3^ 4- yxe2(R) for each x^yeR* then i t i s isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of prime rings Rj, each of which, as homomorphic 
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image of R, sa t isf ies the identi ty 3^ *• yxeZ(R) for each 
x,y€R and hence i s commutative by the above par t . Thus R 
i s coiiuQutative. 
L£»MA 2«:>.4 s If R i s a semi-prime ring satisfying 
the identi ty 
yar* :icy + ysTy • 2y3Qr « xy^ + y x + jsy^x • 2xyx 
For each x,yeR, then R i s commutative. 
PROOF : I t suffices to assume that R i s a prime ring, 
jsing a similar argument as given in the proof of i>emma 2.p.3 
Replacing x by x+y in the given i d e n t i c and simplifying 
we get 
iy*y^) ix,yj a [x,yj (y*y^) (1) 
Replacing x by xy and yx in (1) and adding the 
resul t we obtain 
( y y ^ ) Cx.y2] « Cx,y2] (y^y^) (2) 
Adding (1) and (2), we iiave 
(y^y )Lx,y+y^] a Lx,y4-y^](y*y^) for a l l x^yeR (3) 
If the characteristic of R is not 2, then by a sublemma of 
Herstein [33] we have 
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/•y^e2(R) for a i l yeR (4) 
Replacing y by x+y in (4) , we get 
xy * yxeZ(R) for a l l x,yeR (5) 
Replacing x by SQT in ( i ) and by Lemma 2*d.2, we obtain 
yeZ(R) unless xy • yx = 0 for every x. If xy • yx « 0 for 
eveiy x, then we replace x by y to get 2y^ « 0, which will 
imply that y^ « 0, By (4) ys2(R; for a l l yeR. Hence R i s 
commutative* 
If tne characterist ic of R i s 2, then by (3)» we have 
y^ • y \z(R) for a l l ysR (6) 
Replaclnfi^ y by y^ in(6) , we have 
y^ • y® sZ(R} for a l l ysR (7) 
adding (6) and (7)» we obtain 
y^ • y®e 2(R) for a l l yeR (8) 
Again replacing y by y^ in (6) , we get 
(y^+y®) y \ Z(R) for a l l ysR (9) 
By Lemma 2.^.2, y^6Z(R) taaless y^ + y® ^ o. If 
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y^ e 2(R), then by (6) y^e 2(R). If y^ • y® » 0, then i t 
can be seen that y^ • 0 for a i l yeJ(R). Hence in ei ther case 
y^e2(J(R)) for alX yeJ(R), Let xeJCR). Replacing y by x*y, 
we get xy * yx eZ CJ(R)). J(R) i s coflKautative by Lemma 
2.3 .5 . 
Since R =» R/JCR) i s setai-simple. it suffices to 
assjine that R i s a division ring, using a siinilar argument 
as given in the proof of Lerm&a 2«3.1. By the argument of 
2 — 2 3 
the above paragraph, we have a eZ (R) unless a • a • 0. 
If a <• a a 0, then a a l e 2(R), In either case 
a e 2(R) for a l l aeR. R i s cooimutative by Lemma 2.S»»1 of 
Betluce and others Li5j. Now J(R) i s commutative and 
3^ - yx e J(R) for a l l x,yeR. By Lemma 1.5 of rfersteii) 
[ i 3 ] , yy - y% e Z(R) for a l l x,y£R. R i s commutative, again 
by Lemma 1*5 of Herstein £33]. 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem : 
iB£X}RM 2.3*1 i I f R i s a semi-prime ring with 1 
in whicn for every x,ycR there exists a positive integer 
n « n(x,y). Such that {^)^ - xf^ y^  e 2(R) for 
k » n, n*l, n^2 then R i s commutative. 
PROOF : Let x,yeJ (R) then 
C(l+x)(l+y))*' - (l*x)^ (l*y)^ e 2(R), where k • m, m4.1, m^Z 
ko 
Since {l*x) aod il*y) invertlble* we use the argumeQt of 
Lenifaa 2,5.1 to obtain (l*x)(i*y)^(l*x) « (i*y)(l+x)^(l4.y) 
thus J(R) sa t i s f ies the identity yx^ * iCy • yx?y • 2y3cy 
a xy^ • y X • xy^x • axyx for each XfyeR. By i«ema»a 
2«^«4, J(R) i s coimnutative R/J(H) i s seM simple and 
sa t i s f ies the identity (xy)'* - 3^y^e Z(R) for k « n, n*l, 
n^2 hence i s comznutative by Lemma 2«5«1«> Now R i s commu-
tat ive as in the proof of i^ emma 2«3.^. 
CH4PTSR I I I 
G^SRALISSO BOOLEAN CONOirXO.^ S AND COMMOrATIVITY OF RINGS 
3.1 INTHODUCriON : A ring in which every element i s 
idempotent (sr « x) i s called a Boolean ring. I t i s an 
easy exercise that such rings are necessarily commutative. 
Certainly in a Boolean ring H. for each pair of x and y, we 
have (xy) « »y. Bat there exist non-Boolean rings s a t i s -
fying above identi ty. In the present chapter we discuss the 
comtautativity of this larger class of rings. 
In section 3*2 we f i r s t deal with the commutativity 
of rings satisfying (xy)'^ « xy. However we begin the section 
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with the identity (xy)*^ a aiy i t se l f . In section 3.3 we prove 
that i f R i s a semi-prime ring with {.xyr - xysZ(R) for a l l 
x,y in H, then R i s commutative and finally extend the 
resul t to the case when index 2 i s replaced by a fixed 
positive integer n larger than 1. 
I t i s well known that a ring with x'* « xf* for 
some positive intager n, i s Boolean and i s tnerefore commu-
ta t ive . Section 3*^ i s devoted to obtain a generalization 
of the above resul t . In fact we refer to the result; due to 
Quadri and Ashraf [62] which asserts that i f R i s a ring 
witn unity and n, a positive integer such that j ^ - x^£Z(R) 
then R must be ccmimutative. 
The Boolean condition i . e . sr a x i s though sufficient 
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for coaiautativlty but i t 1B by no means necessary one. 
In section 3,p we prove that the condition [5<,YJ « Cx»y3 
i s both necessary and sufficient for commutativity of 
r ings. Subsequently clioibing step-by-step we established 
that a ring i s commutative i f and only i f (xy-yx) ^ * xy-yx), 
for a l l ring elements x and y. Finally in the l a s t section 
we IrKilude a theorem that i f n > 1, i s a fixed posit ive 
integer and H i s a semi-priiae ring in which. 
IXfyj** - [x,yj s 2(Rj, then R i s comojutative. 
3*2 We icnow that a Boolean ring i«e. a ring in 
which yr m X for each element x, i s coouautative obvioimly 
in Boolean rings {xy) » xy for a l l pair of ele^aents x and 
y, but tnere exist non-Boolean rings satisfying (xy) » xy. 
As an example we may consider an abelian groi^p R containing 
a t leas t two elements and define t r iv ia l multiplication in 
R i . e . xy 9 Of for a l l x,yeR so that R becomes a non-
Boolean ring. Thus the rings satisfying (sqr) » xy form 
a larger class of rings than Boolean rings. This brings 
out the question whether these rings ara also commutative. 
To ansver the above question very recently Wlcheal 0 
Searcoid and Desmond I4ac dall [^5] proved the following : 
THEOREM %2*l J If R i s a ring in which (xy)^ m xy 
for a l l x,yfiR, then R i s commutative. 
In order to prove the above theorem we obtain the 
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following laomas : 
JUSMMA 3«2,1 : Let R be a ring In which yx « 0 Implies 
xy « 0» for x,y eR. Then idea^ jotent elements of R are 
central* 
PROOF : Let e be an ida^ npotent in R and r be any 
arbitrary element of R. T h ^ (e - e)r =» 0 =» e (e-r) thus 
by hypothesis we get Ce2>*r) e » 0 
«> ere » re (1) 
Similarly, (re-r) e « 0 which forces, 
e (re-r) « 0 
•> ere » er (2) 
So (1) and (2) yield, 
re » er, for any rsR 
rfence eeZ(R), the centre of R. 
isEMA. 5*2*2 i Let R be a ring i n which (xy)*^ «. xy. 
Then xyeZ(R), for a l l x,ycR. 
PROOF ; F i r s t we a s se r t tna t for any x,y2R, xy « 0 
implies yx a o. Infac t , xy = 0 implies yx « (yx)^ » y(xy)x » 0. 
Now for a l l reR, we nave : 
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((xy) - 3Qr; r « 0 - xy (xyr-r) . 
Thus by above reiaark, (xyr-r) ay « 0, which implies tiiat 
xyrxy =» racy ( i ) 
Also, ((xy) - xy) r a 0 implies by above remark that 
2 KCxy) - xy) a 0 - (r^QT-r) xy wnich gives xy (rxy-r) « 0 l.e» 
3^rxy = 7(yr (2) 
Now (1) and (2) yield s 
(3qr)r a r ( ^ ) 
This proves that product of any two elements of R i s central . 
PROOF OF THS TxiSORSi 3.2.1 : Let x and y be any two 
elements of R. Then by ii^pothesis* 
xy a (xy)^ 
x(yxy) 
(yxy)x 
(yx)2 
a yx, by the hypothesis 
Hence R is commutative. 
In [36J Jacobson generalized the Boolean condition and 
5^ 
provred the following : 
IHfiORE4 3.2,2 s I f R i s a r ing i n which for each 
element xeR, there ex i s t s a pos i t ive in teger n « n(x) > 1 
Siich tha t 3^ « x, then R i s commutative. 
SearcoioL and Mac Hall [^^] general ize the above 
theoreiii as follows ; 
THEORm 3,2,3 t Let R be a ring in which for each 
p a i r of elements x«/ there ex i s t s a posit4.ve inceger 
n a n ( x , / ) > 1 sucn tha t (xy)^ « xy. The R i s commutative. 
One may not ice tha t Theorem 5*2«1 i s a p a r t i c u l a r 
case of the Theorem 3,2,3, ;}ust s t a ted , but we opled t o 
s ing le out the case for a » 2, because of tv«ro reasons. 
F i r s t l y , the proof in that case i s so elementary and simple 
tha t we feel i t of some i n t e r e s t to present the same by 
i t s e l f . Secondly the i den t i t y of Theorem 3«2«1 i s a d i r e c t 
genera l iza t ion of Boolean condit ion. 
For the proof of the above Iheorem, we begin with the 
following l^nma due to Herstein [27]» which i s a l so reproved 
by Bell [12] . 
USIMk 3,2,3 ' Let R be a r ing i n which for each xsR, 
tnere ex i s t d i s t i n c t pos i t ive in tegers n,m depending on x 
such tha t I f a l l n i lpo ten t elements of R are 
c e n t r a l , then R i s commutative. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3«2.3 : By the rtypoUnesls we atonee 
ge t t h a t 3Qr a 0 ioipXies yx « 0 for alX x,/eH« Let x be a 
a i lpo ten t element any y be an a rb i t r a ry element of R. Then 
i t follows tna t xy i s a lso n i lpo ten t . Thus the n i lpo ten t 
elements of R ann ih i la te R on both sides and are therefore 
central* Moreover, since for any xeR, there e x i s t s pos i t i ve 
in tege r n a ni^t^) such tha t xr" « ir. Hence by Lemma 3.2,3» 
R i s cofflinutative. 
3 .3 . In a paper [24] , Herstein generalized Theorem 
3*2«2 due t o Jacobson as followst 
THaORm 3.3 .4 : If i n a Ring R, x" - x i s in the 
cent re for a l l r ing elements x and a fixed pos i t i ve in teger 
n which i s l a rge r then 1, then the ring R must be commutative. 
The following example shows tha t a r ing i n which 
Cxy)'^ - 3^ i s cen t ra l for a l l r ing elements x and y may 
be non commutative even for n « 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1 ; Let R be 3x3 s t r i c t l y upper t r i angu la r 
matrices over the ring Z of in t ege r s . I t i s s t r a i g h t forward 
t o check tha t for any x,ysR, (xy) - :xysZ{R) and t h a t R i s 
non commutative* 
riowever, Quadri, Ashi^f and Khan [61] provcoLthe 
following : 
TiiSOREM 3 .3 .^ t Let R be a semi-prime r ing in which 
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{xy}^ " ^e2(R) , for a l l x»yeR. Then R i s commutative. 
Before proceeding to prove our tiieorem we pause for 
establisMng several easy but essential lemmas* 
lEMk 3.3.1 : Let R be a semi-prlae ring in which 
xy X « y^y for a l l x,y6R, Then R i s coanmutative. 
PROOF : A part icular case of a theorem of Awtar [3] 
and that of auadri[39]. 
LEKMA 3»3»2 I 1-et R be a semi-prime ring satisfying 
(xy> - 3ore2(R), for a l l x,yeR. Then R has no nonzero n i l -
potent elements. 
PROOF : Let xeR such that x? «» 0. By our hypothesis 
2 2 
we have {(acy) - xy} y • y {(xy)*^ - ^ | « On replacing y by 
(x-yx) and using the fact that xr « 0, we get (xy) x« 0 or 
(>y) « 0, for a l l yeR. If xR ^ 0, tnen xR i s a nonzero 
n i l r ight ideal in R satisfying the identity If^ « 0, for a l l 
3rexR. Now by Lemma 1»1 of [33] R has a nonzero nilpotent 
ideal which i s a contradiction since R i s seffll-prime. Thus 
xE a (O) and hence xRx <• (0) . Tnls implies that x » 0. 
iNow LEMMA 1.1.1 of £35] together with the above 
resul t readily yield the following s 
LBMMA 3.3.3 t Let R be a prime ring satisfying 
2 
Cxy) - x/e ii(R), for a l l X»ysR. Then R ha^ s no zero 
divisors. 
ka 
PROOF OF THS THEORSI 3.3.5 s Since R i s a semi-
priioet i t i s isoiaorphic to a subdirect sum of prima rings 
Rat each of wMch as a nomooorphic iiuage of R sa t i s f ies tne 
hypotjaesis of tim theorem. Hence we can assume that R i s 
a prime ring satisfying (3^)^ - JQTSZCR), for a l l x,yeR. 
Firs t we assert that 2(R) =f 0. Assume on the contrary that 
2CR) « 0. In that case. 
(jgr) » 3qr, for a l l x,yeR (1) 
Replacing x by (x^y) in (1) and simplifying we get, 
(xy^ 4- y^x) y « 0 (2) 
wiitK X s xr» (2) gives, 
(xry + y xr) y » 0 (3) 
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But from (2) , ry y » -y ry and so (3) yields that 
(^ - y^x) ry a 0 or (^ - y^x) Ry « (0). Since R is 
2 2 
primei eittMtr y « 0 or (xy - y x) « 0. But y « 0 also 
gives (1^ - y^x) » 0. This implies that y^sZ(R) - (O) or 
y^  • 0 for Qvery ysR which gives that (x*y)^ y « 0 or 
yty » (0). Again R priae forces y a 8 that is R «• (O), a 
contradiction. Hence Z(R) ^  O. 
Now let 0 be a non zero element in 2;(R). Replacing 
^ 
X by (x*c) in (xy)^ - 3ye2(R), we get c(xy^ + yxy)eZ(R). 
Thus by L&ama. 2.5»2, ( ^ • yjqr) eZCR), for a i l x,yeR and 
we get , 
{(jqr^ • ys^)} y - y {xy^ • y j ^ h 
that i s (3^ - y^x) y - 0 (4) 
Therefore by lesama 3»3t3 we have either y »• 0 or 
2 2 2 P 
(xy - y x) a 0, Bat y a 0 also gives (xy - y*^ x) «• 0 and 
so in every case, 
xy^ a y X (5) 
Now putting y - x^ -y in (4) and using x*y^ •» y^sr, x^yx « yx^, 
easy ccaisequences of ( i ) , we get xy^x « yxry, for every 
x»y€R* Hence by leotsia 3*i*l» R i s cosamutative. 
Quadri and Ashraf [62], obtained ther following resul t 
wiaich a t the sa^ae tiiae generalizes Theorem 3* 5*3 and also 
Theorem 3.i»4 of Herstein. 
TasOREM 3.3.6 i Let n > 1 be a fixad posit ive integer 
and R be a saai-prlae ring in which {xy) « xy eZ(R) for 
a l l x,y in R. Then R i s coaoiutative. 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 3.3*6, we 
f i r s t establish the following lesiHsas s 
l£miA 5*5*h s Let n > 1 be a fixed posit ive integer 
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and R be a prime ring in which iw)^ - 3ysZ(R), for a l l 
x,yeR» th®ci R contains no nonzero zero divisors. 
PROOF : I t suffices to show that R i s a reduced 
ring, Let a he an element of R s x h that a «• 0, using t i ^ 
hypothesis of theorem for any ysR we get 
((ay)** - ay} y « yiCay)** - ay}» with y « ya we have 
ayaya » 0 i . e . (ay) » o, for a i l ysR. Thus a =» 0 by Lemma 
1.1. of [33]. 
IMMA 5»^»3 i Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer 
and R be a division ring in which {:xy)^ - x,yeZ(R), for a l l 
x,yeR» then R i s comaiutative. 
PROOF : Using the hypothesis of tim leioma, with 
X a xy , we get {x.y .y) - ay .ysZ(R), which implies 
that i^»y] » lx,yj « 0 (1) 
—1 Again on replacing y by x y in the identity 
(xy)** - xy e Z(R) and coaibiaing (1) , we get [3«°tyJ-"[x»/*] =» 0 
By Kaplansky's Theorem [Ao] R i s finite-dimensional over i t s 
centre Z(R). Since [x",yj - [x,/^J « 0, for any csZ(R) we 
have 
(c'»-c)l3^.y] « [cXyJ-.[cx,y"] « l(cx)",y]-[cx.y"] « 0 
If [3^»y] a 0, then the resul t follows from (1) . If 
i^»yl fO, tnen(c"-c) [x",y] « 0 implies c** » c, for a l l 
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ceZ(R). Obviously Z{n) i s f in i te and than R i s also 
f in i te . Hence R i s coumutative. 
PROOF OF THE m&ORm 3»3.6 s Since R i s sesai-pri-ae 
in which {xy)^ -» xy la centralt then R i s isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of prime rings Ra each of which as a homomor-
phic image of R sa t i s f ies the nypothesis placed on R. Hence 
i t i s sufficient to prove the theorem in the case vaen R i s 
prime in which (icy)" - SQT i s central . I^ ow by Lemsaa 3.3.4, 
R i s reduced. I t i s well itnown prime rmiucisd ring R i s 
completely prime. According to S.A. Amitsuir [ 3 j , R can be 
embedded in a division ring satisfying tlm same polynomial 
ident i ty . Hence we can assume that R i s a division ring in 
which (sqr)^ - xy i s central . By Lemma 3.3.5, R i s caamutative. 
In [23] ilerstein extended Theorem 3.3.4» to the case 
that n i s no longer fixed, depending on x for i t s values but 
where n i s uniformly bo«^ded for a l l x. However, he succeeded 
in removing a l l sixsh restr ict ions to obtain t t ^ following : 
TxlSOR®! 3.3.7 5 Let R be a ring with centre Z(R) 
suppose that every xeR sat isf ies 
3^(x) 
- xsZ(R), where 
n( x) > 1 i s an integer which depends on x. Th®i R i s 
necessarily commutative. 
In iJis paper [66] Zhu Xia 0 Zoang replaced the global 
condition on n in Theorem 3.3.6 by local one that relates 
only to single pair of elevents of R at a time and proved 
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the following ; 
THEORY 5«3«S : Let R be a semi-siiapXe ring H. If 
for every x,ysR, there exists a positive integer n « n(x,y) > i 
such that (xy)** - 3^e2(R), then R i s commutative. 
3#4. I t i s well known that every ring with unity 1 
satisfying the identity 3^ « x**, for some positive i n t ^ e r 
n >. 1 i s a Boolean ring and thus cosamutative. In th is 
section we deal with the coamatativity of taa rings in which 
3^*^ - x?^  i s central . 
We begin with fallowing resul t due to Herstein [23]. 
LEnm. 3«4#1. i-at R be a ring and for every x,ysR 
there exists a polynomial P ( t ) with inteijer coefficients 
Xf y 
which depends on x and y such that [x^P«-(x) - x,y] • 0, 
then R i s ccHnmutative. 
Now we turn to our objective to prove the following 
theorem : 
THEOREM 3#4.1 : Let n be a fixed positive integer and 
R be a ring with unity 1 in which TP - X^ i s centra l , for 
a l l xeR, then R i s commutative* 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 3#4.1 s Using the hypothesis of 
theorem 3»4,1, for any ysR we have, 
[3^.y] - [3^*^. y] - 0 (1) 
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Now replace x by (l^x) in (X), to get . 
[(l^x)*^, y] - C(i*x)°*^, y] » 0 (2) 
But since [(i+x)**.y] « a[x,y] >°i ( J )[x^,y] • [s^.y] 
1-2 ^ 
and, [U*x)"^^.y3 :- (na ) [x .y ] • £ ( ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ , / ] * [x°*^.y]. 
Thus (2), becomes, 
[ ° i ( J ) x^  - £ ( "*^):ci, y] - [x,y3 » 0 
l a2 1«2 
i . e . [3«? F(x; - x»y3 a 0, where P(t) i s the poiynonjial with 
integer coefficients. Hence by Lemma 3»^*1. R i s coamutative. 
The following example shows tnat the ring in the 
hypothesis of Tneorem 3«^»1 tQust contain u n i ^ . 
EXAHPL£ 3.^*1 : i^et R be the sUbring generated by 
the aiatrices 
'0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
.0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 i 
0 0 0 
in the ring 
of a l l 3 x 3 matrices over Z^, the ring of integers jaodulo 2, 
for a l l integer n > 1 and for a l l xeR, xP*"^  « x'^ eZCR), Bat 
the ring R i s not commutative. 
3«5. Tne Boolean condition Ue . x^ «» x may be 
weakend in another way by insist ing that i t applies only to 
c(»amutators« 
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Moreover the Boolean coiKiltion i s siifficient for 
commutativlt/, but i t i s by no means a necessary one. The 
following theorem dae to Hicheal 0 Sercoid and D. Mac Hall 
[55] asserts that the condition (j^-yx) -= 3^ - yx i s both 
necessary and sufficient for commutativityof a ring. 
THBOREM 3.5.1 : A ring R i s commutative i f f 
(jQT - yx) » -xi " jiti tor a l l x,ysR. 
PROOF J If yx • 0, then xy » ixy) « x(yx)y » 0, so 
by the Lemma 3.2.1, xy - yxs2(R), for a l l x and y. Further, 
2 2 
xy - yx • ( j ^ « yx) « (yx - xy) ' ' ^^ yx ^ Ky 
So X (xy - yx) « (yx - xjr) x. This gives atonce 
that 3^e2(R), for a l l x&R. Next, 
(xy)^ « x(y3cy) a x ( (yx)^ • y^ - (yx-y) - y x} 
{(yx)^ • y^ - (y3&-y)^  - y^x}x « (y3Qr)x » (yx)^. 
for a l l x,yeR. 
Finally 
3(y-yx « (xy-yx) ' ' » xy(3Qr-yx) - yx(yx^3iy) 
- (xy)^ - acy^x - (yx )^ + yx^y 
-x!^ y ^ • x^y^ =. 0, 
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wnlch means that R i s commutative. 
As we have remarked ear l ier Jacobson [36] proved a 
very striking and beautiful result stated in our Theorem 
3.2,2 which generalizes the Boolean condition. In his 
paper [29]. A c(»idition for the coocuautativity of Rings, 
Herstein extended the assumption of Jacobson and proved 
the commutativity of rings satisfying (j^-yx)** » xy-/X, 
which i s , of coarse, a gaieralization of Theorem 3.3.1 also. 
Herstein began with ths case of division rings : 
THEOREM 3.!?.3 : i*et D be a division ring in which 
(xy-yx)'*^'^'^' » (3«y - yx), for a l l x,yeD 
where n(x,y) > 1 is an integer, tnan D is a commutative 
field, 
THaORBM 3.^.^ i Let A be a prime ring in which 
(xy-yx)"^''*^' « ixy-'yx), n(x,y} > 1 then A has no non-zero 
nilpotent elements. 
PROOF t If A has nilpotent elements then it has an 
element x ^ 0 such that xr o 0. If rsA then xrx « Cxr)X-xCxr), 
so, being a commutator, (xrx)** a xrx for some n > 1. However 
(xrx) a Torjrrx * 0, whence 0 =» (xrx)** - xrx. That is xAx o(0). 
Tne primeness of A Chen forces x • 0. 
If e a e, esA, it is readily verified that for any 
2 2 
xeA, (xe-exe) » 0 and (e»-axe) « 0. 
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i.et e be an ideinpotent, then I t i s easily verified 
that for any xeR, (xe-exs)^ * 0 » (ex-exe) . Thus i f R 
sat isf ies the hypothesis of Theoreai 3«5»2t we get 
xe « exe » ex, for a l l xeR. This proves the following i 
THEOREM 3.5»5 : Let A be a prime ring in which 
(3^-yx)'^^**^' a (3iy-yx), nix^y) > 1, then any idepo ten t in 
A i s in the centre of A. 
Now we 63^1011 the structure theoiy of ring to 
prove the following : 
THEOREM 3.:>.6 s If A i s a primitive ring in which 
(xy-yx)"^*'^^ a (xy - yx), for a l l x,yeA where n{x,y) > 1 i s 
an integer then A i s a cooasiutative f ield. 
PROOF : Since A i s a primitive ring i t possesses a 
ioaximal right ideal P which contains no nonzero two>sided 
ideal of A. Thus pnz(A) » CO) (where Z(A) i s the centre of 
A) for i f xeP H Z(A) then xA « Ax c p i s a two-sided ideal 
of A which i s located in P, so must be (O), by the pr imit i -
vi ty of A we must coiK:lude tnat x a o* 
Let x,yeP. By the j^pothesie, for some n > 1» 
(xy-yx)** * (xy-y3c). But then P « (xy-yx)°"^eP i s an 
idempotent, so i t must be in Z(A) by Theorem 3«d*5 that i s 
e € . p n z(A). By above remarks this implies that c « 0, thus 
0 « c(xy-yx) « (acy-yx)" » xy-yx. 
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That ist any two eleiiients of P comnute witn eacb other. 
Su|>pose a»beF and reA. Since arsF» (ar)b « bCar). However» 
ab » ba, so we deduce tnat a (br-rb) « 0, for a l l a,bsP, 
reA. Thus e(br^rb)« (0) , which, in a primitive ring, means 
tnat e i taer e = 0 or br - rb ^ (O). Thus bs2(A) whence 
be? n Z ( A ) . From wnich, as before* b « 0. But taen 
P 8> (0) i s a maxifflal right ideal in the prlDaitive ring A, 
in consequence A must be a division ring, which by Tneorem 
3«3*3( must Inturn be commutative field. 
THSORS* 3. P.7 t If A i s a semi-simple ring in which 
(xy-yx)*^^^** '^ a (xy-y3c)» for a l l x,yeA then A is commutative. 
PROOF s Since A i s a semi-simple ring i t i s isomorphic 
to a si^direct sum of primitive rings each of these i s a 
homofflorphic image of A and so inheri t the property 
(^-yx)'*^^»^^a (30^-/3t). By Theorem 3.5.6 these prime rings 
must a l l be commutative field and so A i s commutative. 
We now come to final goed to prove the following 
resul t : 
THEOREM 3.^*3 : Let R be a ring in which 
( ;^-yx)"^^^ ' « (3V-yx), for a l l x,yeR, where n(xty) > 1 
i s an integer, then R i s commutative. 
PROOF : Let J be the radical of R, dence R/J i s semi-
simple, and so by Theorem 3. p.7, i t i s commutative. Thus 
pa 
X/-/X ^ J for a l l x,/eR. However, (xy-yx)'* • (xy-yx), so 
c • (xy-yx) i s an ideapotent, noreover eejr. But the 
only idempotent in the radical i s 0. So {:xy-'yyi)^'^ a 0 
from which 0 » (xy-yx)** «• (sy-yx). Thus R is commutative. 
5.6. Quadri and Ashraf [61]» very recently genera-
l ized Theorem 3»3.3 for seaii-prime rings to prove that a 
seal-prime ring in which there exists a posit ive integer n > 1 
such that [x,y]'* - Cx,y] i s central i s necessarily coiamutative. 
In th is direction we begin with the following : 
LB^k 3.6.1 : Let R be a prime ring in which there 
exists a fixed positive integer n > 1, satisfying : 
(P) (xy-yx)**- (xy-yx) eZ(R), for a l l x,yeR 
Then for any aeR, a^ « 0 iiaplies a « 0# 
PROOF ; Using the hypothesis for any xeR, we have 
[[atx]** - [a.x], z] *i 0 
with X a ax and using a » 0* we get [axR.z] » 0. In 
particular taking z « x, we have (ax) » (xa) which yields 
(ax)-^ « 0, for all x,yeR. Thus aR is a right ideal in 
wnich for any zeaR, z* • 0 and so if aR ^ ^ (O), by Lemma 1.1 
of [i3] R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal which contradicts 
tne primeness of R, Hence aR » (0) forcing that a » 0, in 
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case of E prime* 
The following lemma Is esBentlally proved in [lOj. 
LEM-^ IA 3.6,2 i Let R be a ring satisfying an identity 
q(X) « 0, where q(X) is a polynomial in a finite number of 
non commuting indeterminates, its coefficients being 
integers with highest common factor 1* If there exists 
no prime p for which the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over Gf(p) 
satisfies q(X) ^  o, then R has a nil commutator ideal and 
the nilpotent elements of R form an ideal* Now we can prove 
the following ; 
THEOREM 3*6,1 s Let R be a prime ring satisfying 
tne condition (P), Then R is commutative, 
PROOF : The condition (P) can be written as under : 
P(x,y,2) « (xy-yx) z - (xy-yx)z - z(:^-yx) • 2(xy-yx) « 0 
This i s a polynomial i den t i t y with coprime i n t e g r a l coe f f i c i e -
n t s . Now consider, 
X a e-i 1 4- e^-y *• 11 " ®12 * ®^ "^  ®22 
^ ' ^ 1 1 ^ ®12 * ®21 
and z • e^ n^ 4> e, p 
We find tha t no 2 x 2 matrices, over Gf(p), p a 
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prime, sa t isf ies the identity P(x,y,z) » 0 for the above 
Choice of x,y,z. Hence by Lemma 3*6«2« the co&mutator 
ideal of R i s n i l . But by Lemma 5«6,1, R has no nonzero 
nilpotent ele.aents. Hence R i s cominutative. 
Farther i f R i s semi-prime satisfying (P) then, by 
using the same arguments as used in the proof of Theorem 
5«3*6, I t can be assume that the ring R i s prime satisfying 
(P) and 80 R, i s commutative by the above Theor^n 3«6.1« 
Hence we get the following : 
TxiSOREM 3* 6* 2 : Let n > 1 be a fixed positive integer 
and R be a semi-prime ring in which [[x,y3« - [x,y],zj . 0, 
for a l l x^ytZ e R. Then R i s commutative. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMMUTATIVITy OF NEAR RENGS 
4.x INTRODUCTION j In tne l a t e 1930»s Zassenhaus and 
others have stuiied the additive cofluoutatlvlty of the algeb-
raic system, wnat we subsequently cal l W a r field*. But 
i t i s witnin the l a s t th i r ty years, shortly af ter the 
notion of the near-rings was well conceived that a great 
deal of woric on conunutativity — both additive and multi-
pl icat ive , of near-rings was done. The present chapter i s 
devoted to collect and arrange the recent work on exclusively 
fflultiplicative comiautativity of near-rings. 
Throughout the chapter by a near-ring we mean a right 
near-ring unless, otherwise mentioned, and a l l terminology 
are standard used in the text of near-rings. The Section 
4.2 opens with a coiaiautativity theorem for dis t r ibut ive near-
rings (Theorem 4.2*1) due to S. Ligh [46], which generalizes 
the famous Jacobson theorem (Theorem 3*2.2) for associative 
rings. Many generalizations of the Theorem 4*2.1 are also 
obtained. In Section 4*3 a structure theorem has been given 
for the near-rings, which satisfy the identi ty 
Following Ligh ^47], we cal l such a near-ring as an i«-near 
ring. Some of the results obtained ear l ie r become the 
corollaries of this structure theoran* 
In the l a s t section tne notion of i>-near rings 
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has been introduced which forms a larger class of rings 
than distritoutively generated near-rings. A near-ring i s 
called D-near ring i f i t s non zero homomorphic Images 
contain a non-zero right distr ibutive element and i t i s 
a ring whenever i t s additive group i s abelian. In the end 
soffle of the theorems obtained ear l ier are extended for D-
near rings. 
4.2. We begin with the following resul t due to 
Steve U.gh [^ j which generalizes the famous classical 
theorem of Jacobson (Theorem i«2.2) for dis tr ibut ive near-
rings : 
TH£ORSM 4.2.1 s If for each element x of a dis t r ibu-
t ive near-ring R there exists an integer n(x) > 1 depending 
on x, such that then R i s commutative. 
PROOF : Clearly R i s a regular near-ring. i.et e be 
an idempotent in R then (ex - exe) « 0 i s seen by es^ianding 
the l e f t hand side using both the l e f t and r ight distr ibutive 
lawSf s i ^ l a r l y (xe - exe) « 0. Hence ex a xe for each x 
in R and e i s therefore central . Now i f R i s regular near-
ring whose idempotents are central tnen (R, *) i s abelian 
and hence R i s a ring. Hence Theorem 3»2«2 yields that R i s 
ccuomutative. 
Ine following example shows that the resul t of the 
Theorem 4.2•! can not be extended to arbitrary near-rings. 
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SXAMFLE 4.2.1 : Let G be an additive groiu> (not 
necessarily commutative). Define for each x ^ o in G, 
xy a y and oy « o for a i l yeG. Tne system (G, -t,'> i s a 
near-ring. If G contains more tiian two elements though 
the near-ring G i s not commutative but sa t i s f ies the hypo-
tnesis of Theorem 4*2.1. 
However Bell [3] obtained the following generaliza-
tion of the above theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2.2 j Let R be a distr ibutively generated 
near-ring such that for each x&R there i s an integer n(x) > 1 
for which Then R i s commutative. 
We know that the Theorem 3.2.2 of Jacobson was 
generalized by Herstein [25] for arbitrary ring as follows : 
Let every element x of a ring R sat is f ies X£Z(R), 
where n(x) > 1 i s an integer which depends on x. TIaen R 
i s necessarily commutative. 
This i s natural to investigate whether a similar 
resu l t holds for near-rings as well. In 1971 Bell [9] estab-
lished that tlas answer of the above question i s in affirma-
t ive . In fact Bell proved that s 
THEOREM 4.2.3 : Let R be a distr ibutively generated 
near-ring witn 1. If for each xeR, there exists an integer 
n(xj > 1 for which x- i s multiplicatively centra l , 
then R i s commutative. 
6k 
In 1969 Steve Ligh [kk] proved that a d is t r ibut lvely . 
generated Boolean near-rings are rings. Phis has opened the 
possibi l i ty that some oi the more complicated polynomial 
ident i t ies implying commutativity in rings may also render 
the distributvely generated near-rin^s conuautative. Wording 
in th is direction H.S. Bell [9] obtained tae following result 
which i s , infact, a generalization of Theorem 3,5«3 for 
near-rings. 
TiiSOR©i 4,2.4 s i^et R be a distributively-generated 
near-ring with 1, and suppose that for each x,yeR there exists 
an integer n{iK>ty) > 1 for which [x^y]"*^^*^' « i^>y]* I'l^ eh 
R i s a commutative* 
If we consider tne near^ring with t r i v i a l multiplica-
tion on an arbitrary non-abeliein groi^ G, we see tnat tne 
above result does not hold true, in case we drop the require-
ment that R has unity 1* However Steve Ligh [43] examined 
the consequence of dropping tha condition of existence of 
unity 1 and showed that for the commutativity of distr ibutlvely 
generated near-ring only other condition of the Theoran 
4«2«4 i s sufficient. He in fact, proved the following resul t : 
TdBORSW 4,2.:? i A distributively-generated near-ring 
R i s commutative i f and only i f for each x»yeR, there exists 
n > 1, depending on x and y, such that (xy-yx)'* a :Ky - yx. 
I t was proved by lierstein [25] that a f in i te ring i s 
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comaiutative i f and only i f a l l i t s zero divisors are centmL, 
wnicn intum generalizes the famous wedderbum theorem [65]> 
A s io i la r theorem for f in i te distributively-generated near> 
rings was proved by Steve Ligh [43] as follows : 
rnaOREM 4.2.6 : A f in i te distribuUvely generated 
near-ring R i s commutative i f and only i f a l l the zero 
divisors are central . 
Another well icnown theorem of Herstein {27] s ta tes that 
a periodic ring i s commutative, i f i t s nilpotent elements are 
central . In [49] Steve L.igh raised a question whether a 
similar result holds for distr ibutively generated near-rings. 
Howard ^. Bell [11] investigated th is problem and provided an 
affirmative answer to this question as follows : 
THEOREM 4,2.7 s Let R be a distributively generated 
near-ring with i t s nilpotent eleaients in the centre. Then 
the set N of nilpotent element forms an ideal and i f R/N i s 
periodic R must be commutative. 
4.3 In this section we deal with the commutativity 
of certain special types of near-rings satisfying some well 
Known polynomial ident i t ies . We cal l a near-ring R to be 
i.-near ring i f for each xzR, there exists a positive integer 
n(x) > 1 such that x?^ ^^ ^ « x. 
The following structure theorem of Ir-near ring was 
obtained by Steve Ligh [47]. 
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THEOREM 4.3.1 J J-et R be an l inear ring then R i s 
isofflorphtc to a sabdirect sum of near-rings Ri, where Ri 
i s eitfier a near field or xR^  « R^  for each x ^ 0 in Rj. 
and each idempotent element of Ri i s a l e f t identi ty. 
PROOF : Since we Know that ever/ near-ring R i s 
isomorphic to subdirectsum of a near-ring R_|^ . I t i s easily 
varified tnat each Ri i s also an i#-near ring and for each 
x«.Rj|^ , jjflkx;-!. ^^ ideaipotent for each idempotent eeRj^ . 
Let A(e; « (yeR : ey » 0 | . Siace Ri has no non-
zero nilpotent elements, A(e) i s an ideal . 
I f A(e) a 0, then e i s a l e f t identi ty, for i f not, 
tnere exists a y ^ O i n R t such that ey-y ^ 0. But 
eiey^y) « 0. This contradicts tnat A(e) =» 0. i^ext we wish 
to show that A(e> » 0 for each ideo^otent e in Ri. Si^pose 
tnere i s an idempotent e in Ri such that A(e) ^ 0. Now 
consider a l l che idempotents e in Ri such tnat A(e) f=-o and 
l e t A a r\ACe>. Since Ri i s saodirectly irreducible, i t 
follows Chat A -^  0, l e t a f^^  0 oe an elemeantc in A. Since A 
i s an ideal and there i s an integer n such that a'^  « a we 
n—1 
see that 'H <a a in A and w i s idempotent. The fact tnat 
W i s in A implies that eW"" 0 and We » 0, thus e i s in 
A( WJ and this implies that 
0 « V\)a « a , a a a 
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th is contradiction establish that A(e) « 0 for each 
idempotent e in Ri. For each x in Ri, xP^  ^ ' i s idempotent 
and hence i s a l e f t identi ty. Clearly adRi c:: Ri for each 
X ^  0 in Ri. If r i s in Rt then 3(P^*^*^.r « r implies that 
j^^jjn(x)-2^ r a r 
hence Rj[ «» xR .^ 
Now if Ri has a nonzero right distributive eleaent r, 
then for some integer n, r « a is idaapotent and z is left 
identity of Ri. If there exist y ^  0 in Ri such that 
yz - y 'f'Ot then iyz - y) z « 0 implies z(yz-y) « 0 and 
A(zj f'O. This contradiction implies that z is also a right 
identity for R. and hence is two sided. Thus for each x in 
\ * ^"^ ®^ ^®^* identity that, 
j ^ i j . „ n - l Z « Z a X 
Finally tor each x ^to in Rt. x : ^ ^ , ^ 1 . ^, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
X =|fc 0 in Ri has a right inverse and hence R| i s a near 
f ield, This completes t t^ proof, 
Now, i f in L-near ring R every nonzero homomorphic 
image of R has a nonzero right distr ibutive element, then 
by above theorem R i s isomorphic to a subdirect sum of near 
f ields Ri, each of wMch i s additively abelian. 
^ 
The jfoiiowing theorem can be derived as corollary 
of the above result : 
THEOREM ^ 3 . 2 •. If R i s an L-near ring with the 
property that every nonzero hoffiomorphic image of R has a 
nonzero right distributive element. Then (R, >) i s abelian. 
we icnow that a distr ibutively generated near-ring 
with commutative additivity i s a ring. Thus the above 
theorem together witn Jacobson theorem (Theorem 3«2,2} yields 
Theorem 4,2 .1 , proved ear l ier . 
ktk. In th is section we incline the extension of 
some of tne results given ear l ier in the present chapter for 
a larger class of near-rings, namely, D-near r ings. A near-
rinfe R i s called D-near ring i f every nonzero homomorphic 
image T of R sa t is f ies tne following conditions : 
( i ) T has nonzero right distr ibutive element. 
( i i ) (T, •) i s abelian implies that (T, *•',) i s a ring. 
In [27J Herstein nas shown that a f in i te ring i s 
commutative i f and only if a l l the nilpotents are central , 
i t i s yet to be known whether this particular resul t i s 
valid for f in i te D-near rings. However we can easily prove 
the following resul ts : 
IHEOREM 4.4,1 : Let R be a f in i te D-near ring with 
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no n i lpo ten t s elements. Inea R i s a coflimutative r ing . 
msOREM 4.4.2 : Let R be a f i n i t e I>.near r ing with 
no zero d iv i so rs . Then i t i s a f i e ld . 
IrtSOREM 4,4,3 : i-et R be a f i n i t e D-near r ing with 
an iden t i ty 1. I f a l l the n i lpo ten t elements in R are 
c e n t r a l , then R i s a comfflutative r ing. 
Before proceeding to obtain a genera l iza t ion of 
Theorem 4,2.4 and Theorem 4 ,2 .3 , we need some preiiaiinary 
r e s u l t s , L^oa 4 .4 .1 and Lemsia 4,4.2 are e s sen t i a l ly proved 
in [dj and t9j respect ively . 
LWlMk 4 .4 .1 : Let R be a near ring with no n i lpo ten t 
elements. Tnen E contains a family of completely priste 
i dea l s with t r i v i a l i n t e r s ^ t i o n * 
umAk 4.4.2 : Let R be a 0-near r ing such t h a t for 
eacn x,y i n H* there ex i s t s n a aix,y) > I, such t h a t 
(xy-yx)*^ 3 jqy - yx. Tnen the se t of n i lpo ten ts i s an idea l 
of R. 
LSMMA 4.4,5 i Let R be a 0-near ring with no zero 
d iv isors and for each x,y in R, tnere i s an in teger 
n » n(x,y) > 1 , such t h a t (xy-yx)^ « xy - yx. Then R i s a 
coffliflutative r ing. 
PROOF I For eacn x,y in R, ixy-yK)'^ =» e i s idempotent. 
Since e(Qr-r> « 0 and R has no zero d iv i so r s , i t i s follows 
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that e i s a l e f t identi ty. Since a D-near ring has a non 
zero right distributive element* we see that e i s also a 
r ight identi ty, hence the identity of R. i.et x ^ 0 be in R. 
I f X i s not in Z ( R ; , the centre of R, then xy-yx ^^ o, for 
soae y in R. rience 0 ^x^yy-yx) = x(xy) - (3^)x implies that 
e a (x(xy) - (xyjx) =^(x(xy-yx}J and thus x has a r ight 
inverse. Xf x i s in Z(R) and tnere i s a y ^ O in R such that 
sty i s not in Z(R), then from above x has a r ight inverse. 
Hence R i s a near field. Since the additive group of a near 
field i s abelian [56] and R i s a D-near ring, i t follows that 
R i s a coiiouEQUtative ring. 
Nov/ suppose X i s in Z(E) and xr i s in Z(Rj for each 
r in R. i.0t a, b be arbitrary elements of R. Then 
x(ab) • (xa> b » b(xa) » xba implies that ab => ba, and R i s a 
coismatative n^r^ r ing . But a coni2Qut:ative near ring with an 
identi ty [^7] i s a commutative rin^s. 
We are now ready to prove the following generalization 
of Xheoreai 4.2.^ and Theorem 4,2,5. 
THJSOR^  4,4,4 ; A D-near ring R i s commutative i f and 
only i f for each x,y in R, tnere e:asts an integer n = n(x,y)>l, 
such thai; (xy-^yx)^ =» 3^-yx, 
PROOF i It every element of R i s nilpotent, then 
clearly R i s ctwnmutative. If R has no nilpotent elements. 
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tnen by Lemoia 4.A.1, R contains a family of cofflpXeteiy 
prime idea ls P witn t r i v i a l i n t e r sec t ion . For each P, R/P» 
i s a l i nea r ring and has no zero d iv i sors and 
(ay-yx)'* a xy - yx for each x,y in R/P, Thus by Lemaia 
^•^•3f i^ ^P i s commutative. Hence for eacn a tb in R, ab-ba 
i s in P. Consequently ab » ba, 
Now l e t N be the se t of n i lpo ten t elements. By 
juemma 4,^».2, N i s an ideal of R. Now R/N has no n i lpo ten t 
eleinents. By the above argument R/N i s commutative and hence 
ab-ba i s in N for each a»b in R. Thus ab » ba. 
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